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EXCERPT 

 
 

A loud screech in the sky interrupts me. I look up. A large black crow is circling high above us. Then 

another crow joins in. The screeching intensifies. Another one joins in, and then another. Before I 

know it, the whole sky has turned black with a swirling mass of crows, flying in a tornado-like circle 

right above us. I feel their beady eyes looking down at me.  

The mass of crows now forms a funnel, spiraling downward toward us. I scream and put my 

hands up in defense. But the crows don’t target me. The black moving mass instead completely 

consumes the living corpse of my dad.  

“NOOO!” I scream as I helplessly witness the crows dismembering him piece by piece right 

before my eyes. They pull his eyeballs out from their sockets. They tear the skin from his arms and 

legs. I cry and scream. I want to run to him, to help him… but I still can’t move.  

Then it’s all over, and the crows disperse and ascend back into the sky, bringing their ear-piercing 

screech and the pieces of my father’s body with them. What was left of him is now again lying lifelessly 

on the ground. His face is still turned to me, but he had no more dead eyes to look at me with.  

Another screech makes me look up to the sky again. The crows are circling ominously. Faster 

and faster. The screeching intensifies, cutting painfully into my ears, as they once more swirl down 

towards me like a tornado. I put my hands up in defense and scream as the first crow brushes against 

my hair. Another one grabs my arm with its claws. I try to break free, but my feet are still glued to the 

ground.  

I now have crows all over my body, and as the one on my arm penetrates my skin with its beak, 

I… 


